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I. Introduc+on

II. Review of Literature
InfanJle Spasms and NeuroinflammaJon

vInflammation of the nervous tissue in the brain (Patel et al.,2013) 
vSeizures cause trauma to the brain, releasing inflammatory molecules (Verrotti
et al.,2007) 
vInflammatory molecules try to repair the damage causing neuroinflammation
(Verrotti et al.,2007) 

Infantile Spasms and Neuroinflammation
vInflammatory molecules are released when cells in the body are damaged and 
in need of repairing (Dupis et al., 2014)
vCytokines
vInterferons
vInterleukins
vGrowth factors 
vSecreted by immune system (Vezzani et al., 2015)
vAnti-inflammatory molecules help to suppress inflammation while pro-
inflammatory molecules aid in stimulating inflammation  

vPro-inflammatory cytokine 
vIt is secreted by the immune system under trauma, leading to further 
inflammation of the damaged tissue  
vTrauma from seizures leads to the body releases inflammatory molecules
vEither increase or decrease inflammation
vTo suppress inflammation while pro-inflammatory molecules aid in stimulating 
inflammation  (Vezzani et al., 2015)

IX. Bibliography

VII. Future Research
vIn the future, we would like to continue this investigation to further confirm 
our results in order to see how IL-6 and other proinflammatory molecules can 
be used as possible treatments for Infantile Spasms

VI. Discussion

VII. Conclusion

IL-6

vPrenatal stress (ie.beta) affects the development of the immune system during 
infancy à affecting seizure susceptibility
vBeta+NMDA has an increase in IL-6 after spasms which is not present in saline 
vPriming alone does not affect baseline expression of IL-6 in the superior 
cerebellar peduncle
vAlthough beta priming does not immediately affect IL-6 expression or 
regulation, it does change the regulatory pathways associated with controlling 
its expression
vThis knowledge will contribute to a better understanding of the pathology of 
infantile spasms leading to development of better, more effective treatments in 
the future

Infantile Spasms

Seizure disorder

Age of onset is 3 
and 12 months

2,500 children 
diagnosed

Difficult to diagnose Extremely detrimental

Major characteristics

Mental 
retardation

Age-specific 
spastic seizures

Hypsarrhythmia

vaper inducJon of spasms on postnatal day 
15 with NMDA we see a greater increase in IL-
6 expression in beta primed animals 
compared to saline
vAlthough beta priming does not 
immediately affect IL-6 expression or 
regulaJon, it does change the regulatory 
pathways associated with controlling its 
expression
vAper an insult, such as NMDA-induced 
spasms, there is an overcompensaJon and 
increased expression of IL-6
vGeneral increase in inflammatory response 
aper NMDA in pups exposed to 
betamethasone

vThe two way ANOVA shows that NMDA is a factor that significantly affects IL-6 
expression however the p value for Prenatal factor is >0.05 tehrefore is not 
significant 
vNMDA significantly affects expression however prenatal priming does not
vIt is clear there is a trend that beta+NMDA has an increase in IL-6 after spasms 
which is not present in saline. 



III. Research Objec.ve
vExamine the role of IL-6 in the development of Infantile Spasms 
vDoes prenatal stress affect seizure susceptibility and inflammatory protein expression aftermath?
vWhat affect do NMDA-induced spasms have on the expression of IL-6?

IV. Methods

vBetamethasone (0.4mg/kg x2) is a drug administered to the rat mothers whilst pregnant at G15 and then sacrificed on gestational day 15 
vA way to mimic prenatal stress to see its affect on the mice after they are born and its role in seizure susceptibility to induced Infantile Spasms 
vElevates maternal corticosteroid levels
vBetamethasone vs. control

Immunohistochemistry

vStaining technique used to amplify certain proteins to make easier to visualize cellular components 
vTargets anSgens by making anSbodies bind to a specific anSgen 
vMakes it possible to block out background in order to make the foreground more prominent

Density Analysis

vSubtract the foreground intensity from the background
vSent from microscope to computer to be analyzed
vFive samples from both foreground and background
vHigher the number the greater the increase in the difference between the foreground and the background

V. Results
Beta vs. Saline

vControls had a foreground to background density number of roughly 16
vAbove 16 would imply there is greater background to foreground staining, therefore there are more 
positive proteins being counted
vThere was a lower number and lighter staining in the beta animals than the saline animals 

v25% decrease in color density which means there was a decrease in the IL-6 presence in the 
beta animals

vNMDA significantly affects expression however prenatal priming does not

Beta vs. NMDA
vAfter an insult, such as NMDA-induced spasms, there is an overcompensation and increased expression
vIncreased presence may also contribute to differences in seizure threshold in beta animals, which are lower
vNMDA significantly affects expression however prenatal priming does not

Betamethasone

N-methyl-d-aspartate
vMice are induced with NMDA in order to treat them with infantile spasms 
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